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C A N C E R

A reanalysis of nanoparticle tumor delivery using 
classical pharmacokinetic metrics
Lauren S. L. Price1,2*, Stephan T. Stern3, Allison M. Deal4, 
Alexander V. Kabanov1,5,6,7, William C. Zamboni1,2,5,6,7†

Nanoparticle (NP) delivery to solid tumors has recently been questioned. To better understand the magnitude of 
NP tumor delivery, we reanalyzed published murine NP tumor pharmacokinetic (PK) data used in the Wilhelm et al. 
study. Studies included in their analysis reporting matched tumor and blood concentration versus time data 
were evaluated using classical PK endpoints and compared to the unestablished percent injected dose (%ID) in 
tumor metric from the Wilhelm et al. study. The %ID in tumor was poorly correlated with standard PK metrics 
that describe NP tumor delivery (AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio) and only moderately associated with maximal tumor 
concentration. The relative tumor delivery of NPs was ~100-fold greater as assessed by the standard AUCtumor/
AUCblood ratio than by %ID in tumor. These results strongly suggest that PK metrics and calculations can 
influence the interpretation of NP tumor delivery and stress the need to properly validate novel PK metrics against 
traditional approaches.

INTRODUCTION
The theoretical advantages of nanoparticles (NPs) in cancer treat-
ment include increased solubility, prolonged duration of exposure, 
selective delivery to the tumor, and an improved therapeutic index 
of the encapsulated or conjugated drug (1, 2). The number of available 
NP-based drug delivery systems for the treatment of cancer and 
other diseases has seen exponential growth in the past three decades. 
In 2017 alone, there were more than 300 nanomedicine patent filings, 
with more than half related to drug delivery (3). While the number 
of NP-based agents used clinically is still limited, the plethora that is 
emerging as potential therapeutic agents warrants the need for de-
tailed studies of their unique pharmacology in animal models and 
in humans. Doxil, Onivyde, and Abraxane are the only members of 
this relatively new class of drugs that are approved by the Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) for the treatment of solid tumors and 
currently available on the U.S. market. Despite the regulatory success 
of these drugs, the promise of NP-based agents for the treatment of 
cancer remains unfulfilled because of several factors including 
potential overall low tumor delivery (4, 5).

The disposition of NPs is dependent on the carrier and not on 
the therapeutic entity until the drug is released (6, 7). This complexity 
required the creation of nomenclature to describe NP pharmaco-
kinetics (PK), including encapsulated or conjugated (the drug within 
or bound to the carrier), released (active drug that no longer associates 
with the carrier), and sum total or total (encapsulated/conjugated 
drug plus released drug) (6, 8). NPs act as prodrugs and are not active 

until the small-molecule (SM) drug is released from the carrier. In 
theory, the PK disposition of the drug after release from the carrier 
is the same as after administration of the SM formulation (6). 
Examples of various types of NPs include liposomes, polymeric 
micelles, fullerenes, carbon nanotubes, quantum dots, nanoshells, 
polymers, dendrimers, and conjugates, including antibody-drug 
conjugates (9). Thus, the types of NP carriers are vast and highly 
variable, and each type may have unique biological interactions and 
PK characteristics (10). As a result, detailed analytical studies must 
be performed to assess the disposition of encapsulated/conjugated 
and released forms of the drug in plasma, tumor, and tissues as part 
of PK and biodistribution studies in animals and patients (7). However, 
there are currently few, if any, robust and validated bioanalytical 
methods capable of quantifying released drug in tumors and tissues, 
which limits the ability to fully characterize the disposition of NP-
based agents and compare them to conventional SM formulations 
(11). This has led to a limited number of published studies that eval-
uated the PK of NP encapsulated/conjugated and released drug in 
tumors. However, the use of modeling and simulation approaches 
to characterize this complex interplay is also emerging (12).

In theory, size-selective permeability of the tumor vasculature 
allows NPs to enter the tumor interstitial space, while suppressed 
lymphatic filtration prevents clearance, resulting in accumulation. 
This phenomenon, termed the enhanced permeability and retention 
(EPR) effect, may be exploited by NPs to deliver drugs to tumors 
(4, 5, 13). Unfortunately, progress in developing effective NPs relying 
on this approach has been hampered by heterogeneity of the EPR 
effect and lack of information on factors that influence EPR (4, 5, 14). 
Cancer cells in tumors are surrounded by a complex microenvironment 
composed of endothelial cells of the blood and lymphatic circulation, 
stromal fibroblasts, collagen, cells of the mononuclear phagocyte 
system, and other immune cells. Each of these components is a potential 
barrier to tumor delivery and intratumoral distribution of NPs and 
may be associated with variability in EPR (4, 14–17). In addition, 
these potential barriers may be highly variable both within and across 
tumors, which further increases heterogeneity in the EPR effect. Thus, 
all solid tumors may not be conducive for treatment by NPs, which 
rely on EPR for delivery.
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A workshop by the Alliance for Nanotechnology in Cancer con-
cluded that there are major gaps in the understanding of factors that 
affect and inhibit EPR effect and NP tumor delivery, and new fun-
damental preclinical and clinical studies in this area are needed to 
effectively advance NP drug delivery and efficacy in solid tumors 
(4). Recent meta-analyses, described in detail below, have reported 
lower than expected NP tumor delivery, highlighting the potential 
limitations of current EPR-based NP delivery to tumors and the need 
to systematically evaluate NP disposition (18, 19).

Despite great promise, the impact of NPs on the treatment of 
solid tumors in patients, and in some cases, preclinical models, has 
been limited. To evaluate NP tumor delivery as compared to SM drugs, 
our group previously conducted a meta-analysis evaluating the 
plasma and tumor PK of NPs and SM anticancer agents using 
both standard PK parameters and a PK metric called “relative dis-
tribution index over time (RDI-OT)” that measures efficiency of 
tumor delivery (18). In general, standard PK parameters such as 
plasma and tumor Cmax and area under the time concentration curves 
(AUCs) were higher for NP agents than their respective SM drugs, 
as expected. However, when examining measures of tumor delivery 
efficiency, NPs underperform compared to SM drugs. AUCtumor/
AUCplasma ratio was higher for the SM drug compared to the NP 
formulation for 14 of 17 datasets, and similar to this traditional PK 
approach, every SM tumor RDI-OT AUC0–6h value was also greater 
than that of its comparator NP. The lower efficiency of delivery seen 
with NPs compared with SMs suggests that even though NPs can 
deliver an overall greater total drug exposure to the tumor, there 
may be a limit to the extent or amount of NPs that can enter tumors 
(18). An important caveat to this conclusion, however, is that active, 
released NP drug concentrations were not evaluated, and without 
this key component of the PK analysis, it is impossible to infer 
potential advantages or disadvantages of the NP-mediated tumor 
delivery in comparison to SM. Regardless, the extent of NP-mediated 
tumor delivery estimated in our study, with a median AUCtumor/
AUCplasma ratio of 0.4 (i.e., tumor exposure was 40% of plasma 
exposure), was still much higher than suggested in a recent study 
by Wilhelm et al. that attempted to relate NP tumor exposure to the 
injected dose, with a median estimated tumor value of 0.7% of the 
injected dose.

Wilhelm et al. (19) recently performed a meta-analysis evaluating 
the percentage of injected dose (%ID) of NPs that reaches the tumor 
from 117 published preclinical studies. The results of this analysis 
were somewhat unexpected and disappointing in that a median of 
only 0.7 %ID of NPs was found to be delivered to a solid tumor. The 
authors concluded that this overall low tumor delivery has negative 
consequences for the translation of nanotechnology for human use 
with respect to manufacturing, cost, toxicity, and imaging and 
therapeutic efficacy. However, there were several limitations to this 
study, such as highly variable study designs in the source publications, 
which included differences in dosing regimens, sampling schemes 
(especially limited sample numbers or short sampling durations), 
sample processing and analytical methods (limited data on exposures 
of active-released drug in tumors), and, in some cases, absence of 
matched blood PK data. The study was criticized in a follow-up 
perspective article by McNeil (20) that argued that the PK analysis 
used by Wilhelm et al. may be flawed because of the use of non- 
traditional methods. The tumor delivery efficiency in the Wilhelm et al. 
study was estimated using an unestablished PK metric, %ID in tumor, 
that was not supported by traditional PK analysis. The %ID in tumor 

parameter, calculated as %ID in tumor = (AUCtumor/tend)*tumor mass, 
is not a true measure of tissue exposure or delivery efficiency, be-
cause it reduces the time-concentration series to a single average drug 
mass value that neglects exposure time and does not relate tumor 
and systemic exposures. Further, the %ID in tumor metric is heavily 
influenced by the time points and total duration used in the estima-
tion, and this single mass value does not reflect the overall PK dis-
position of a NP. Traditional comparison of AUCtumor to AUCblood 
(AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio) is considerably more meaningful because 
it takes into account the entire time-concentration series and relates 
tumor exposure to systemic exposure.

The goal of our current study was to compare the tumor dis-
position of NPs as depicted by the nonstandard %ID in tumor PK metric 
generated by Wilhelm et al. compared with standard PK metrics. In 
the present reanalysis, we compiled the source data from the 117 NP 
PK studies in mice that were evaluated in the original Wilhelm et al. 
study and then extracted and analyzed those studies that included 
matched tumor and blood concentration versus time data. We then 
compared established PK parameters resulting from the reanalysis 
of these extracted data to the %ID in tumor metric used in the prior 
study by Wilhelm et al. The %ID in tumor metric was found to correlate 
very poorly with established PK measures of exposure and delivery 
efficiency in tumors. These data refute the use of the exposure term 
%ID in tumor in the Wilhelm et al. study and suggest that the re-
sulting conclusions regarding the efficiency of NP tumor distribution 
were misleading. The results of our present reanalysis support the 
use of established PK approaches and metrics to evaluate NP tumor 
delivery and stress the necessity to properly validate novel metrics 
against traditional PK metrics using standard methods.

RESULTS
Summary of datasets evaluated
From the 117 articles included in the data analysis by Wilhelm et al., 
256 NP PK datasets were identified and evaluated. A total of 136 
unique datasets contained sufficient data for calculation of both blood 
and tumor PK parameters and were included in the analysis. Each 
dataset included PK data collected following a single intravenous dose 
of a NP agent to tumor-bearing mice. The majority of included studies 
were conducted in xenograft models (120 of 136 datasets) with a 
smaller proportion in orthotopic models (13 of 136 datasets).

Relationship between %ID in tumor and established  
PK parameters for all NPs
The relationship between the Wilhelm et al. %ID in tumor PK metric 
and established PK parameters, AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio, RDI-OT 
AUCtumor, and tumor Cmax for all NP types combined, is presented 
in Fig. 1. The Spearman correlation coefficients and Pearson correla-
tion coefficients for these relationships are included in tables S1 and 
S2, respectively. Including different types of NPs together, there was 
no relationship between %ID in tumor and AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio, 
a weak relationship between %ID in tumor and RDI-OT AUCtumor, 
and a moderate relationship between %ID in tumor and tumor Cmax, 
based on  value (see Materials and Methods for criteria). For all NP 
types combined, the median and interquartile range of values for 
%ID in tumor, AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio (as a percentage), RDI-OT 
AUCtumor, and tumor Cmax are presented in Table 1. The median 
(interquartile range) for %ID in tumor was 0.67% (0.36 to 1.19%) 
and that for AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio was 76.12% (48.79 to 158.81%).
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Relationship between %ID in tumor and established  
PK parameters for liposomes
The relationship between the Wilhelm et al. %ID in tumor estima-
tion and established PK parameters, AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio, 
RDI-OT AUCtumor, and tumor Cmax, for the liposomal NP subset 
is presented in Fig. 2. The Spearman correlation coefficients and 
Pearson correlation coefficients for these relationships are included 
in tables S1 and S2, respectively. For the liposomal NP subset, there 
was no relationship between %ID in tumor and AUCtumor/AUCblood 
ratio, no relationship between %ID in tumor and RDI-OT AUCtumor, 
and a weak relationship between %ID in tumor and tumor Cmax, based 

on  value (see Materials and Methods for criteria). For liposomes, 
the median and interquartile range of values for %ID in tumor, 
AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio as a percentage, RDI-OT AUCtumor, and 
tumor Cmax are presented in Table 1. The median (interquartile 
range) for %ID in tumor was 0.55% (0.31 to 2.17%) and that for 
AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio was 45.46% (31.16 to 63.48%).

Relationship between %ID in tumor and established PK 
parameters for polymeric NPs
The relationship between the Wilhelm et al. %ID in tumor estimation 
and established PK parameters, AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio, RDI-OT 

A.i A.ii

B.i B.ii

C.i C.ii

Fig. 1. Comparisons between %ID in tumor and traditional PK metrics for all datasets (i.e., all types of nanoparticles). Correlation plots for all datasets between %ID 
in tumor (per Wilhelm et al.) and AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio (%) (A), RDI-OT AUCtumor (B), and tumor Cmax (C). Plots are shown with all datasets (i, outliers shown as □) and 
with outliers excluded (ii). There was no relationship between %ID in tumor and AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio (%) [ = 0.183 all data (AD);  = 0.151 excluding outliers (EO)] and 
a weak relationship between %ID in tumor and RDI-OT AUCtumor ( = 0.319 AD;  = 0.289 EO). There was a moderate relationship between %ID in tumor and the tumor 
Cmax ( = 0.562 AD;  = 0.572 EO).
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Table 1. Median and interquartile range values for all calculated PK metrics.  

Median (interquartile range) All subsets combined Liposome subset Polymeric subset Inorganic subset

%ID in tumor 0.67 (0.36–1.19) 0.55 (0.31–2.17) 0.68 (0.42–1.26) 0.64 (0.35–1.14)

AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio (%) 76.12 (48.79–158.81) 45.46 (31.16–63.48) 143.94 (56.00–318.87) 81.44 (55.01–135.92)

RDI-OT AUCtumor 59.64 (26.54–158.60) 74.63 (39.77–100.89) 48.69 (23.55–160.48) 63.75 (26.68–209.85)

Tumor Cmax (%ID/g) 4.71 (2.65–7.97) 3.92 (2.71–7.07) 6.26 (3.05–10.22) 4.21 (2.46–6.57)

A.i A.ii

B.i B.ii

C.i C.ii

Fig. 2. Comparisons between %ID in tumor and traditional PK metrics in the liposome subset. Correlation plots for the liposome subset between %ID in tumor (per 
Wilhelm et al.) and AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio (%) (A), RDI-OT AUCtumor (B), and tumor Cmax (C). Plots are shown with all liposome datasets (i, outliers shown as □) and with 
outliers excluded (ii). There was no relationship between %ID in tumor and AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio (%) ( = 0.145 AD;  = 0.023 EO) and no relationship between %ID in 
tumor and RDI-OT AUCtumor ( = 0.150 AD;  = 0.029 EO). There was a weak relationship between %ID in tumor and the tumor Cmax ( = 0.412 AD;  = 0.514 EO).
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AUCtumor, and tumor Cmax, for the polymeric NP subset is presented 
in Fig. 3. The Spearman correlation coefficients and Pearson cor-
relation coefficients for these relationships are included in tables S1 
and S2, respectively. For the polymeric NP subset, there was no 
relationship between %ID in tumor and AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio, 
a weak relationship between %ID in tumor and RDI-OT AUCtumor, 
and a moderate relationship between %ID in tumor and tumor Cmax, 
based on  value (see Materials and Methods for criteria). For poly-
meric NPs, the median and interquartile range of values for %ID in 
tumor, AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio as a percentage, RDI-OT AUCtumor, 
and tumor Cmax are presented in Table 1. The median (interquartile 
range) for %ID in tumor was 0.68% (0.42 to 1.26%) and that for 
AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio was 143.94% (56.00 to 318.87%).

Relationship between %ID in tumor and established PK 
parameters for inorganic NPs
The relationship between the Wilhelm et al. %ID in tumor estimation 
and established PK parameters, AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio, RDI-OT 
AUCtumor, and tumor Cmax, for the inorganic NP subset is presented 
in Fig. 4. Spearman correlation coefficients and Pearson correlation 
coefficients for these relationships are included in tables S1 and S2, 
respectively. For inorganic NPs, there was no relationship between %ID 
in tumor and AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio, a weak relationship between 
%ID in tumor and RDI-OT AUCtumor, and a moderate relationship 
between %ID in tumor and tumor Cmax, based on  value (see Mate-
rials and Methods for criteria). For inorganic NPs, the median and 
interquartile range of values for %ID in tumor, AUCtumor/AUCblood 

A.i A.ii

B.i B.ii

C.i C.ii

Fig. 3. Comparisons between %ID in tumor and traditional PK metrics in the polymetric subset. Correlation plots for the polymeric subset between %ID in tumor 
(per Wilhelm et al.) and AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio (%) (A), RDI-OT AUCtumor (B), and tumor Cmax (C). Plots are shown with all polymeric datasets (i, outliers shown as □) and with 
outliers excluded (ii). There was no relationship between %ID in tumor and AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio (%) ( = 0.094 AD;  = 0.097 EO) and a weak relationship between %ID 
in tumor and RDI-OT AUCtumor ( = 0.422 AD;  = 0.447 EO). There was a moderate relationship between %ID in tumor and the tumor Cmax ( = 0.547 AD;  = 0.519 EO).
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ratio as a percentage, RDI-OT AUCtumor, and tumor Cmax are pre-
sented in Table 1. The median (interquartile range) for %ID in tumor 
was 0.64% (0.35 to 1.14%) and that for AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio was 
81.44% (55.01 to 135.92%).

DISCUSSION
Currently, only three NP-based anticancer agents are FDA-approved 
for treatment of solid tumors. Both the pharmacology of NPs and 
the physiology of solid tumors are complex, and the interactions 
between the two are not fully understood. Recent analyses have 
questioned the utility of NPs for the treatment of solid tumors due 
to potential low tumor delivery efficiency and extent, especially the 
often-cited study by Wilhelm et al. (19) However, the conclusions 

of the study by Wilhelm et al. were based on a nonstandard PK 
metric, %ID in tumor, which was several orders of magnitude lower 
than other published PK metrics describing the tumor delivery effi-
ciency of SM and NP drugs (18). To better characterize the delivery 
of drug-loaded NPs to solid tumors, we compiled and analyzed the 
source data from the published NP PK studies in mice used by the 
Wilhelm et al. study and evaluated the relationship between estab-
lished PK parameters describing the tumor disposition of NP agents 
and the novel %ID in tumor metric. The goal of this study was to 
directly compare the relationship and absolute values of these PK metrics 
and consider how these values influence the interpretation of results.

Our findings reinforce the importance of adequate study design 
and PK metric selection when investigating NP PK. The calculation 
of %ID in tumor by Wilhelm et al. differs from the standard calculation 

A.i A.ii

B.i B.ii

C.i C.ii

Fig. 4. Comparisons between %ID in tumor and traditional PK metrics in the inorganic subset. Correlation plots for the inorganic subset between %ID in tumor (per Wilhelm et al.) and 
AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio (%) (A), RDI-OT AUCtumor (B), and tumor Cmax (C). Plots are shown with all inorganic datasets (i, outliers shown as □) and with outliers excluded (ii). There was no rela-
tionship between %ID in tumor and AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio (%) ( = 0.265 AD;  = 0.243 EO) and a weak relationship between %ID in tumor and RDI-OT AUCtumor ( = 0.322 AD). There was 
a moderate relationship between %ID in tumor and the tumor Cmax ( = 0.618 AD;  = 0.605 EO).
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of %ID. The conventional calculation of tissue %ID represents the 
amount of drug in the target tissue at a single time point and is 
calculated as follows

  %ID = 100 * (Amount of drug or decay corrected activity in tissue)/Dose  

The calculation of %ID in tumor used by Wilhelm et al. begins 
with AUCtumor (in units of hours*%ID/g) and cancels units (dividing 
by tlast in hours and multiplying by tumor mass in grams) to arrive 
at final units of %ID. Given that the duration of PK studies are generally 
greater than 1 hour and the size of tumors in mouse models are 
typically less than 1 g, modifying or normalizing the AUCtumor by 
these values (e.g., divide by 72 hours, which is the duration of the 
PK study; multiply by 0.2 g, which is the size of the tumor) results in 
progressively smaller values. Rather than representing the total amount 
of drug in the tumor at a single time point (as used by conventional 
calculations of %ID), this nonstandard calculation actually describes 
the average amount of drug in the tumor within separate 1-hour 
intervals throughout the entire PK evaluation period.

By time-averaging and converting to drug mass, the Wilhelm et al. 
calculation excludes the important pharmacological concepts of drug 
concentration (i.e., law of mass action), exposure duration, and relative 
distribution (i.e., on/off target exposure) that are fundamental to 
understanding drug effect. Thus, the %ID in tumor metric is difficult 
to interpret, as it is not a measure of how much available drug dis-
tributes to the tumor, or even how much injected drug distributes to 
the tumor (as it has been interpreted). The inference from the %ID 
in tumor calculation is that perfect tumor uptake would be 100 %ID 
in tumor, but that would only be the case if the entire injected dose 
of drug instantaneously distributed to the tumor and remained in 
the tumor over the entire observation period without clearing, based 
on the calculations used. To clarify this point, using this calculation, 
systemic exposure itself upon intravenous injection would only be 
100 %ID if the drug circulated indefinitely and never cleared. Obviously, 
this is a very flawed calculation. Established PK metrics that describe 
the extent and efficiency of NP tumor delivery take into account both 
the systemic (blood or plasma) and tumor exposure (i.e., drug con-
centration and duration, AUC). An example of standard PK metric 
and %ID in tumor calculations from blood and tumor concentration 
versus time profiles is shown in Fig. 5. The mock dataset portrayed 
by the solid lines represents approximately median values for %ID 
in tumor (0.7 %ID) and AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio (70%) assuming a 
tumor mass of 0.2 g. The dotted lines represent the approximate 
interquartile ranges. Given that the %ID in tumor metric ignores 
systemic exposure, any degree of change in AUCblood does not affect 
the calculation or interpretation of the %ID in tumor metric. In con-
trast, AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio is, by definition, sensitive to changes 
in either or both systemic exposure and target tissue exposure. 
These differences highlight the disconnect between the %ID in tumor 
metric and standard PK parameters and explain the lack of relation-
ship between parameters identified in this analysis. This example 
and our results show how the use of non-standard PK metrics can 
markedly alter the interpretation of drug delivery to tumors.

Not only was the %ID in tumor metric used by Wilhelm et al. a 
nonstandard calculation of %ID, it was also found not to be related 
to other standard PK parameters. The %ID in tumor metric used by 
Wilhelm et al. was not related to the more commonly and historically 
used PK metric describing the extent of tumor delivery (i.e., AUCtumor/
AUCblood ratio). This observation was consistent for the full dataset 
and all three subsets (liposomes, polymeric NPs, or inorganic NPs), 

whether outliers were included or excluded. However, the %ID in 
tumor calculated by Wilhelm et al. could have been measuring a 
different process, such as efficiency of delivery. Similarly, there was 
a weak or no relationship between %ID in tumor and a metric of 
efficiency of tumor delivery (i.e., RDI-OT AUCtumor). Furthermore, 
the absolute values and resultant interpretations of these metrics 
differ substantially. The median %ID in tumor for all subsets combined 
was 0.67 %ID, while the median AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio was 76.12%. 
Per Wilhelm et al., this %ID in tumor was interpreted as only 7 of 
every 1000 administered NPs entering the tumor, a disappointingly 
low NP delivery. As described above, a more accurate description 
would be that an average of 0.67% of the injected dose could be 
found in the tumor at every 1-hour interval throughout the entire 
PK evaluation period. Using the more appropriate AUCtumor/AUCblood 
ratio metric from the same datasets, the PK results have a completely 
different and ultimately far more positive interpretation. For example, 
with an AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio of 76.12%, the overall exposure of 
NP in the tumor (AUCtumor) was 76.12% of the overall exposure in 
the plasma (AUCblood), which is a much more promising result.

There was a moderate relationship between %ID in tumor and 
tumor Cmax. Again, %ID in tumor resulted in substantially smaller 
absolute values (median, 0.67 %ID; interquartile range, 0.36 to 1.19 %ID) 
than tumor Cmax (median, 4.71 %ID/g; interquartile range, 2.65 to 
7.97 %ID/g). Given that the tumor Cmax directly contributes to the 
calculation of AUCtumor and, in turn, %ID in tumor, the moderate 
relationship is expected. As opposed to the two previously described 
metrics (AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio and RDI-OT AUCtumor), both %ID 
in tumor and tumor Cmax exclusively evaluate the disposition of the 
NP in tumor without considering the systemic disposition and are 
therefore of lower utility to describe the extent or efficiency of NP 
tumor delivery.

Our study has several limitations and factors to consider. The 
source studies included in this analysis were limited to those previously 
identified and evaluated by Wilhelm et al. to provide a direct com-
parison of PK metric results and interpretations. There are many 
additional published NP PK studies that did not meet the selection 
criteria or were not identified in the initial evaluation. In addition, 
the calculations completed in this analysis rely on the quality and 
accuracy of the data collected and published by the authors in the 
source studies. The study designs, analytical methods, and measured 
moieties may all influence the results and interpretation of PK data. 
For example, simply excluding those studies with no matching 
blood concentration data reported decreased the overall sample size 
of our analysis by approximately one-third relative to the original 
analysis by Wilhelm et al. Another important issue is that most of 
these studies measured total drug (i.e., encapsulated plus released), 
and not the biologically active, released drug fraction. Although 
encapsulated drug dominates the total drug profile for most NP 
formulations, and therefore, NP-encapsulated tumor uptake can be 
inferred from the total drug profile, it is the released drug fraction 
that correlates with toxicity and efficacy (7).

Despite these limitations, our study provides direct comparison 
of PK metrics calculated from identical source data and highlights 
how the interpretation of NP PK results can be markedly influenced 
by the differing PK metrics selected. For example, the median (in-
terquartile range) for %ID in tumor was 0.67 %ID (0.36 to 1.19%) 
and that for AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio was 76.12% (48.79 to 158.81%). 
The median values for %ID in tumor and AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio 
were 113-fold different, and thus, metric selection greatly influences 
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the interpretation of the results and the conclusion of the study. 
Optimal study design, including analysis of both tumor and blood 
concentrations, is critical to understanding the efficiencies and 
deficiencies of NP tumor delivery.

To fully evaluate the current and potential impact of NPs on the 
treatment of solid tumors, more detailed and extensive meta-analyses, 
modeling, and statistical comparisons, ideally using PK datasets that 
include all drug fractions (i.e., total, encapsulated, and released drug), 
are needed to evaluate and predict what NP formulation attri-
butes, dosing regimens, and animal model characteristics are 
associated with high tumor delivery and efficacy of NPs for solid 
tumor treatment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Data extraction
All 117 articles included in the data analysis by Wilhelm et al. (19) 
were accessed and reviewed. Each identifiable dataset was given a 
unique identifier, and data were extracted from published text, 
tables, and figures for inclusion in a comprehensive database. 
Retrieved information included NP specifications (NP type and 
encapsulated or conjugated drug) and PK study data (dose, route, 
regimen, analytical methods, and concentration versus time data 
for tumor and blood or plasma). When available, concentration data 
were preferentially sourced from published text or tables (including 
the Supplementary Materials). If numerical concentration data 
were not published in text or tables, WebPlotDigitizer version 3.12 
(Ankit Rohatgi, Austin, TX) was used to extract data from concen-
tration versus time plots.

PK metric calculation
Following data extraction, the raw concentration versus time data 
were used to calculate various PK metrics for each unique dataset. 
When needed, data were converted to units of %ID/g using assump-

tions published by Wilhelm et al. The tumor AUC and delivery 
efficiency (%ID) were calculated per Wilhelm et al. (19). For clarity, 
the Wilhelm et al. delivery efficiency metric is described as “%ID in 
tumor” throughout this analysis. In addition, the blood AUC was 
calculated by the linear trapezoidal rule (to match tumor AUC 
calculations) from 0 to tlast. The ratio of tumor AUC to blood AUC 
was calculated as follows

   
 AUC  tumor  /  AUC  blood   ratio(%) = 100 *  AUC  tumor   (hours * %ID /  g  tumor   )/     

 AUC  blood  (hours * %ID /  g  blood  )
    

The RDI-OT, used to evaluate the efficiency of tumor delivery 
from systemic circulation, is calculated as the ratio of tumor concen-
tration to blood concentration at the same time point (e.g., 24 hours) 
(18). The area under the tumor RDI-OT curve (RDI-OT AUCtumor) 
from 0 to tlast was calculated using the linear trapezoidal rule for each 
dataset. Last, the tumor Cmax was determined by visual inspection.

Study exclusion and statistical analysis
After data extraction and PK metric calculation, each unique dataset 
was assessed for inclusion in the final analysis. Datasets were ex-
cluded if there were missing, incomplete, insufficient (i.e., <3 time 
points), or unmatched tumor and blood data, or if units could not 
be converted to %ID/g. In addition, datasets representing NPs 
administered by nonintravenous routes (i.e., intraperitoneal or sub-
cutaneous), to animals other than mice, or those with duplicate data 
were excluded.

All remaining datasets were evaluated in the final analysis. For 
each metric, outliers were identified by the Grubbs’ test (P < 0.01). 
The correlation between PK metrics used by Wilhelm et al. (%ID in 
tumor) and standard PK metrics (AUCtumor/AUCblood ratio and tumor 
Cmax) and tumor delivery efficiency metrics (RDI-OT AUCtumor) was 
estimated using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients () and 
Pearson correlation coefficients (r). For each comparison,  and r were 
determined with all datasets and after exclusion of outliers. Correla-
tion coefficients between metrics were interpreted as follows:  or 
|r| < 0.3, no relationship; 0.3 ≤  or |r| < 0.5, weak relationship; 
0.5 ≤  or |r| < 0.7, moderate relationship; 0.7 ≤  or |r|, strong 
relationship (21). The median and interquartile range for each metric 
were also determined.

Last, datasets included all NPs and three NP subsets defined as 
liposomes and solid lipid NPs (liposome subset); polymeric NPs—
including micelles, hydrogels, and dendrimers—(polymeric subset); 
and inorganic, graphene, hybrid, or other NPs (inorganic subset). 
Statistical analysis as above was repeated for each NP type subset.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/6/29/eaay9249/DC1

View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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